
Драги г-н Казаков, 
Поздрав от София! 
След внимателно разглеждане на цялата документация, 
намирам за необходимо да те уведомя, че всичко, което 
е трябвало да се направи е сторено. Не е трябвало да 
напускаш събранието, а да присъстваш и да реагираш 
с предложение или гласуване. Всички, които не сте присъствали 
или напуснали събранието създавате впечатление, че не 
се интересувате от решаването на въпросите. Събранието 
е законно и решенията му са валидни. 
Не благославям намерението ви да отнесете нещата пред 
светския съд. Финансовият контрол е направен, документите са 
на лице, може да ги види всеки един от вас. 
С обич в Господа, + М.Й. 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Kate Smith <kate.smithfl@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Jun 9, 2015 at 4:41 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Annual Meeting "St. Nicholas", Florida 
To: Joseph Bosakov <metropolitan.joseph@gmail.com> 
Cc: Mario Galabov <mariogalabov@gmail.com>, Axenia Katchova 
<axeniak@gmail.com>, smotalinkova <smotalinkova@aol.com>, 
anatolipeshev@gmail.com, "Svetla - LensComputers.com" 
<svetla@lenscomputers.com>, Todor Dimitrov <todordimitrovusa@yahoo.com> 
 

Your Eminence: 
 
I am reaching out to You in order to present the events in their chronological order, 
hoping to through some additional light and keep them organized. See below and also 
attached, as these points reflect accurately the spirit of our Community: 
 
1. 05-15-2015 A Special urgent Meeting was called due to the fact that the current 
Board became ineffective- see bylaws, and vacancies needed to be filled. See minutes. 
2. All existing Board members, excluding George Kirov (who informed us that he would 
not be able to attend) were present, quorum was established. See minutes of this 
meeting attached. 
3. The Annual Church meeting was duly announced to ALL 40 voting members in total. 
4. The Annual Meeting was held with great success on May 31, 2015 and well above 
the required quorum attended, as 28 voting members out of 40, cast their votes electing 
the new Board. 
5. A complete financial report was presented in detail at that time, covering not only the 
past year, but including all years since the foundation of our Church St. Nicholas until 
the day of the meeting, May 31, 2015. 
6. Every cent and every penny was dully accounted for all these years, except for 2 
functions which remained unaccounted for and the members responsible for providing 
these accounts were: Ivailo Zahariev and Tanya Milkova. See minutes of this meeting 
attached. 
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7. A 3-Person Auditing Committee was elected to perform the audit of the Church's 
books, see minutes. 
 
NOTE: Out of all these church members who chose to not only stand in opposition to 
the MAJORITY, but put their energy and great effort in instigating rumors, spreading 
false accusations and blatant lies, Mr. Jack Kazakov was the only one to attend this 
meeting. Mr. Kazakov had the chance to ask ALL questions and quote all of these false 
accusations right there at the meeting, in front of ALL present. All questions were duly 
answered leaving no gray areas and proving that the Church's funds were not only fully 
accounted for (with 2 exceptions noted above), but confirming once and for all, that 
Axenia Katchova is indeed beyond reproach. In fact, the only 2 events unaccounted for, 
organized by Ivailo Zahariev and Tanya Milkova, the very 2 people who originated all 
rumors and blatant lies. 
 
Mr. Kazakov, after having all his questions answered, left the meeting in a rather 
disrespectful manner, without casting his vote.   
 
8. The Newly elected Board scheduled their meeting for June 7, met and minutes to 
follow. 
 
The actions of these people: George Kirov, Jack Kazakov, Tanya Milkova, Nadya 
Milkova, Nadya May are not just unconscionable, they are shameful acts that should be 
banned from happening in the future. See attached public address by one of the voting 
members who attended the Annual Meeting, inspired by this total outrage against such 
actions and the people behind them. 
 
Not only that every correspondence or inquiry of theirs has been duly answered, but 
they had the opportunity to personally hear and review ALL of the financial reports at 
the official Annual Meeting of the Church, held on May 31, 2015. Instead, they chose to 
organize clandestine meetings attended by 2 members (they even produced minutes of 
such a meeting, illegal and unconstitutional on all accounts) and furthermore, they went 
knocking on doors of some members and others, collecting signatures for a cause as 
twisted and misrepresented as it is all they stand for. Unfortunately for them, their count 
is only 17 amongst which many have not even paid membership dues, as opposed to 
28 legal voting members, who attended and supported the remarkable efforts of St. 
Nicholas Church. 
 
Therefore, we ask His Eminence, to review all correspondence attached, complete with 
all financial records and to support the majority vote held at the constitutional Annual 
Meeting on May 31, 2015, held in accordance and respect to our Bylaws. We also ask 
His Eminence to approve the new Board, elected at this meeting. 
 
Cordially, 
 


